
Directions to "Panda Stay" : From the JR Okayama Station :

Total distance 1.1 Km　(Total walking time 15min.)

AEON MOLL OKAYAMA

Underpass

By Walk

Okayama ichibangai
HOTEL

Granvia

Okayama

Please go to Okayama Station  Underground 　
shopping center "Okayama ichibangai".
If you go through the underpass to" Aeon Mall 
Okayama", you can move on without getting wet 
even on rainy days.

PANDA　STAY OKAYAMA”

Daiku crossing

 When you arrive in "Aeon Mall 
Okayama", please come out on the 
ground. Please proceed to 
"Shiyakusyo-suji St" to the south.

JR OKAYAMA 

STATION



"Daiku" crossing
「大供」

Police Box

It turns left when you see a police box.

Detailed map around"PANDA 　STAY”

Police Box

 When arriving at the" Daiku crossing," 
cross the crosswalk to the south and 
turn right.

Red brown 

building 

Monthly 
parking lot

Red brown 

building 

When you enter the alley between the red 
brown building and the Monthly parking lot, 
you arrive at Panda Stay" (Total walking 
time 15min.)

PANDA STAY

Okayama 

City Hall

PANDA　STAY OKAYAMA”



Bus stop "Shiyakusyo-mae"（市役所前）

Bus stop  "AEON MOLL OKAYAMA-mae"
（イオンモール岡山前）

Bus stop  "Sanyo shinbunsya-mae"　　　　　

（山陽新聞社前）

Daiku crossing

JR OKAYAMA 

STATION

AEON MOLL 
OKAYAMA

Daiku crossing

From "Shiyakusyo-mae" to PANDA STAY

　:2 minutes on foot

It is the third 
bus stop from 
Okayama 
station.

Bus stop"Shiyakusyo-mae"（市役所前）

Police Box

PANDA STAY

By BUS
The nearest bus stop of "PANDA STAY" is "Shiyakusyo-mae". （市役所前）

You will arrive from Okayama station bus terminal in 5 minutes by bus. The 

bus leaves approximately every 2-5 minutes.　The bus fare is 100 yen  for 

adults.

Red brown 

building 



Bus number

Shiyakusyo-suji St

Momotaro 
Odori

     Bus terminal

Takashimaya

Fountain

Bus information desk

   JR OKAYAMA STATION

Bus information 
desk

Central ticket 
gate

BIC 

 3  4

From Okayama station bus terminal 3 to 4, a bus bound for 
"Shiyakusyo-mae" departs.

All buses with the 
next bus number will 
stop to "Shiyakusyo-
mae"
(市役所前）.

　　　Number 3 stop
Bus number　　Terminal bus stop　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

　22　　　 Okayama rousai Byouin

   52       Daitou

   62       Minami hureai center

　　　　　　  Number 4 stop
Bus number　　　　 Terminal bus stop　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

　2H　　　     Daigaku Byouin(hospital)

   12            Konan eigyousyo

   13            Kenkoudukuri zaidan

    23            Kitanagase eki

    83            Shinpo Manbai



How to get on the bus

Bus design
(Okaden 
Bus)

Destination display In the front and rear of the vehicle and the side 
of the entrance, "destination display" is done 
together with "Bus number".

How to board

"Get on from the rear " 
"Getting off from the front", the 
fare is a postpay method. 
Please wait in line at the bus 
stop.

There is a numbered ticket 
issue machine near the 
entrance. Please pick up a 
numbered ticket one by one 
from here.

 Entrance Exit

Numbered tickets 

Bus number for "Shiyakusyo-mae"

22 · 52 · 62 (Okayama station bus terminal 3 stop)
 
2H · 12 · 13 · 23 · 83(Okayama station bus terminal 4 
stop)

Bus number



The way to get off

If there is a guide of the bus 
stop "Shiyakusyo-mae" in the 
in-car broadcasting, please push 
the nearby get-off button. (It 
lights in red)
"Shiyakusyo-mae" is the third 
bus stop from Okayama station.

 Please put fare and numbered tickets in 
the fare box next to the driver's seat. 
 The fare of "Shiyakusyo-mae" bus stop 
from Okayama station is 100 yen. Fare 

charging 
port
:Please put in the 
fare and numbered 

Exit of the exchanged coin

1000 yen bill 
change 
machine

For money exchange, only 1000 yen bills can 
be done with the money changer of the 
freight box.

Fare (Okayama station ～ Shiyakusyo-mae)

Adult (12 years and over)　　　　　　　　￥１００

Child (6 ～ 11 years old)　　　　　　　　　￥５０

Infant (1 ～5 years old)　　　　　　　1 person free

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　  2　person ￥５０

　　　　　



Daiku crossing

From "Shiyakusyo-mae" (市役所前）bus stop to 

Okayama station

PANDA 
STAY

Bus stop"Shiyakusyo-mae"

All buses stopping at "Shiyakusyo-mae" bus 

stop head towards Okayama station.

The bus will come at intervals of 1 to 5 minutes.

Please get on the bus that came.

Police Box



     Bus terminal

　HOTEL　Granvia　Okayama

HOTEL　
Granvia　
Okayama

Fountain
Bus 
information 
desk

Momotaro 

Taxi stand

 JR OKAYAMA STATION　East exit 

By Taxi
The taxi fare from Okayama station to Panda Stay is around 800 yen in the daytime.

　※ 4 person ride: ¥ 200 / person ：3 person ride: ¥ 266 / person：

 　　 2 person ride: ¥ 400 / person

Taxi stand

Daiku Police Box

大供　交差点

PANDA STAY

大供交番

岡山市役所

Police Box

The place that is easy to understand near "PANDA STAY" is "Daiku Police Box".
Please say to the taxi driver in Japanese"Daiku no kouban made onegaishimasu". 
(Please go to "Daiku Police Box".)
Or please show this map to a taxi driver.

It is 30 seconds on 
foot to "Panda Stay" 
from ”Daiku police 
box”.



　”MEGURIN　BUS ”

MEGURIN BUS 
stop"Shiyakusyo-mae"
（To north）

Daiku crossing

Police BoxPANDA 
STAY

From "Shiyakusyo-mae" to PANDA STAY: 2 minutes on foot

"Megurin Bus" is a circulation bus in Okayama city. It is very convenient for going out to 

each facility in the center of Okayama city such as JR Okayama Station · Aeon Mall 

Okayama · Okayama Castle · Okayama City Hall · etc. The fare is 100 yen per person over 

6 years old.  5 years old and under is free.

Bus stop  Shiyakusyo-

All the MEGURIN BUS stop at "Shiyakusyo-mae bus stop" will go to Okayama 

station. Please get off at "Okayama eki-mae" bus stop when you go to JR 

Okayama station.　

※"Megurin Bus" will not stop at the Okayama station bus terminal.



"Shiyakusyo-mae" bus stop will stop "①Idai-migisen". To go to Okayama 

Castle using these routes, get off at "Yanagawanishi" or "NTT okayama-

mae". The fare is 100 yen per person over 6 years old.  5 years old and 

under is free.

From "Shiyakusyo-mae" to "Yanagawa-nishi" it will arrive in about 9 minutes.
Okayama Castle is a 10-minute walk from "Yanagawa-nishi"and  "NTT 
okayama-mae".

 "Shiyakusyo-mae"

"OKAYAMAEKI-
mae"

 "Yanagawa-
nishi"

AEON MOLL 

OKAYAMA

JR OKAYAMA 

STATION

 "NTT okayama-mae"

Okayama 

Castle

Okayama 

Korakuen

When returning to "PANDA STAY" from the direction of Okayama Castle, it 
will arrive at "Shiyakusyo-mae" bus stop in approximately 15 minutes from 
"NTT Okayama-mae".
Do not get on ⑥ as it will be a detour.

 "Daigakubyouin 
-iriguchi"



How to get on the MEGURIN BUS

The next four routes of MEGURIN are "get on from the front, get off from the 

back" · The fare is 100 yen per person over 6 years old.  5 years old and under is free.

When take a bus

 When the bus comes, please 

raise your hand as much as 

possible and let us know.

Yes, I will stop! 

I will take a 
bus!



 Please get on from the 

"front door".

Fare is "advance payment".

When you enter the bus, 

please put the fare in the 

fare box.

Front door

Points to note when boarding

500 yen coin · 1000 yen bills are exchangeable.

If you prepare ￥100 coin in advance, you can ride 

smoothly.

When getting off the bus

When the announcement of the destination bus stop is 

done in the bus, please press the button.

Please get off the rear of the bus.



　City Tram (street car)
Trams are convenient to go from Okayama station to Okayama castle. The boarding time is 

5 minutes. Get off at "Shiroshita" and arrive at Okayama Castle in 7 minutes on foot.

Tram stop"Okayamaeki-mae"

 JR OKAYAMA STATION　

HOTEL　

Granvia　

BIC 

CAMERA
Okayama

takashimaya

 To get to Okayama 

Castle, take the 

"Higashiyama Line" 

and get off at 

"Shiroshita".　(城下）

 The tram is "get on from the rear " and 

"get off from the front". Pay the fare to 

the fare box when you get off.

 Entrance Exit

How to board

Progressing direction
rearFront

If a numbered ticket is not issued, please get on it as it 

is. If a numbered ticket is issued,it is necessary when 

getting off the tram, so please take a numbered ticket 

at the entrance.

If a numbered 
ticket is issued,  
so please take a 
numbered ticket 

Please put the fare in the fare box. If you have a 

numbered ticket, please put the fare (100 yen for 

adult, 50 yen for child) and the numbered ticket 

together in the fare box. Because the change is not 

paid, please exchange money in advance with a 

change machine installed in the fare box.

If there is a 
numbered ticket, 
put it together 
with the fare.

When getting off

Fare (Okayama eki-mae ～ Shiroshita)
Adult (12 years and over)　　　　　￥１００　　　　　　　　Child (6 ～ 11 years old)　　　　　　　　　￥５０

Infant (1 ～5 years old)　　　　　　　1 person free

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 2　person ￥５０

     Bus terminal
Fountain

Central ticket gate
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Daiku crossing

Police PANDA 
STAY

℗℗

℗

Information on coin-operated parking

Number of accommodated 7 

units

8:00～20：00　：　30 minutes 

100 yen

 This time zone does not cost 

more than 500 yen.

20：00～8：00　：　60 minutes 

100 yen

This time zone does not cost 

more than 400 yen.

There are three coin -operated parking areas within 1 minute on foot from "PANDA 

STAY".

There is a "Daiku parking lot" south side of "Panda Stay", but there are occasions when it 

is full. "Times Hirakin-Parking" accommodates 220 cars, even if parked 24 hours a day, it 

is 770 yen.

Daiku-Parking

Number of accommodated 11 

units

7:00～19：00　：　40 minutes 

100 yen

Maximum fee system not 

applicable.

19：00～7：00　：　80 minutes 

100 yen

This time zone does not cost 

more than 400 yen.

Number of accommodated 220 units

0:00～24：00　：　60 minutes 300 yen

 This time zone does not cost more 

than 770 yen.

(770 yen for 24 hours)

Times Hirakin-Parking

Mitsui-no-Ripark
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